
 
STORE, consigned by Lough na Sollis Stud 

451 
 

451 
 
Stabled in Barn H Box 331 Far Wall 

A BAY FILLY 
(IRE) 
February 14th, 2020 
(third foal) 

      

Malinas (GER) 

    
Lomitas (GB) 

    Niniski (USA) 
La Colorada (GER) 

Majoritat (GER) 

 

Konigsstuhl (GER) 
Monacchia (GER) 

Golan Road (IRE) 
(2009) 

 

Golan (IRE) 

 

Spectrum (IRE) 
Highland Gift (IRE) 

Oscar Road (IRE) 

 

Oscar (IRE) 
Cathedral Road 

E.B.F. Nominated.       IRE Qualified 
This filly is unbroken. Sold with Veterinary Certificate. (See Conditions of Sale.) 
 
1st Dam 
GOLAN ROAD (IRE): winner over hurdles at 6 years and £10,304 and placed 4 times inc. 

4th Doncaster Mares' Novice Hurdle, Doncaster, L.; also winner of a point-to-point at 5 
years and placed once; dam of one winner from 1 runner and 5 foals; 
PRESENT ROAD (IRE) (2016 f. by Presenting (GB)): winner over hurdles at 5 years, 

2021. 
She also has a 5-y-o gelding by Malinas (GER), a 2-y-o colt and a yearling filly both by 

Shirocco (GER). 
 
2nd Dam 
OSCAR ROAD (IRE): winner over hurdles at 6 years and placed once over fences; also 

winner of a point-to-point at 6 years; dam of four winners from 6 runners and 6 foals; 
BALLELA BOY (IRE): 4 wins, £41,532: winner of a N.H. Flat Race at 4 years and 

placed once; also 2 wins over hurdles at 5 and 6 years and £20,534 and placed 3 
times and winner over fences and £15,515 and placed 6 times. 

AGAMEMMON (IRE): 3 wins, £24,397: winner of a N.H. Flat Race at 4 years and 
placed once; also placed 4 times over hurdles at 5 years and 2 wins over fences 
and £18,011 and placed 7 times; also 3 wins in point-to-points, 2022. 

GOLAN ROAD (IRE): see above. 
HIGHBROW BLUE (IRE): placed twice over hurdles at 5 years and winner over fences 

at 6 years and placed twice; also winner of a point-to-point at 5 years. 
 

3rd Dam 
CATHEDRAL ROAD: unraced; dam of two winners from 2 runners and 9 foals; 

FIELD ROLLER (IRE): 2 wins, £12,830: winner over hurdles at 5 years and winner 
over fences at 6 years and placed 3 times. 

OSCAR ROAD (IRE): see above. 
 

4th Dam 
BROOKLAND LASS: unraced; dam of one PTP winner from 3 runners and 7 foals; 

Pebble Brook: placed once in a N.H. Flat Race; also winner of a point-to-point. 

 


